INTRODUCTION
PLMItRNA is a database developed to facilitate retrieval of information on the organization of tRNA molecules and genes in higher plant mitochondria.
More than 15 years of studies have revealed a complex and still unexplainable distribution of tRNA genes and molecules with different genetic origin in higher plant mitochondria. tRNAs active in these organelles are the result of a selective recruitment of genes and molecules occurred in the precursor of the present-day mitochondrion which also involved the chloroplast and the cytosol of the host cell. Three classes of tRNAs with different genetic origin can be distinguished in higher plant mitochondria: (i) 'genuine' or 'native' mitochondrial tRNAs, encoded by genes derived from the original endosymbiont genome; (ii) 'chloroplast-like' tRNAs, encoded by genes present in chloroplast DNA insertions in the mitochondrial genomes; (iii) cytosolic tRNAs, encoded by nuclear genes and imported into the mitochondrion. The overall scenario is further complicated by the different distribution among plants of tRNAs belonging to the different classes.
The PLMItRNA database has been developed from a previous compilation of higher plant mitochondrial tRNA genes (1). It was updated in August 1998 by analysing the whole EMBL database (release 55) with the FastA program (2) . The analysis was performed directly at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) World Wide Web server by means of the 'Similarity Searches' service at the address http://www2.ebi.ac.uk/fasta3/ In addition to the gene sequences present in the previous compilation, the current version of the PLMItRNA database also contains sequences of higher plant mitochondrial tRNAs. Several papers have been published so far concerning the sequences of tRNA molecules in higher plant mitochondria. Besides the first papers which date from the early '80s, the interest in such studies has been raised in the last decade since the discovery of the import of tRNAs in higher plant mitochondria (3) and of RNA editing for the tRNA molecules (4). Updating of PLMItRNA for the tRNA sequences has been based on the analysis of the literature since many of their sequences have not been deposited in the nucleic acids databases.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATABASE
Each entry in the database contains an informative and a multialignment section (Fig. 1 ). In the first part different characteristics of the tRNA molecule or gene have been reported. In the multialignment section all the homologous sequences detected in higher plant mitochondria have been aligned.
The informative section slightly differs in the cases of tRNA genes or molecules. In the case of genes the information on 'Gene structure' became necessary to distinguish between the complete genes and the several pseudo or truncated genes which have been detected. These sequences appear to be particularly diffuse in higher plant mitochondrial genomes as a probable consequence of the numerous rearrangements which occurred during the evolution of these complex genomes.
In the case of tRNA sequences we report as specific entries only sequences obtained by direct RNA sequencing or cDNA sequences for which the corresponding gene was not sequenced, while cDNA sequences of genes already sequenced are mentioned in the 'Note' section of the gene entry. When possible tRNA sequences have been aligned under their gene sequence. Symbols of modified nucleotides in the tRNA sequences are according to ref. 5 with the exception of the Å character that represents either i 6 A or ms 2 i 6 A modified nucleotides, and for the £ character that represents a lysidine-like hypermodified nucleotide.
In the multialignments, sequences have been subdivided into the classical tRNA domains. Nucleotide positions have been numbered from 0 to 76. Positions of nucleotides which are not *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +39 080 544 3311; Fax: +39 080 544 3317; Email: luigi.ceci@area.ba.cnr.it The database allows the selection of a list of entries which satisfy the characteristics specified in the query form. A selection by single plant name (English or Latin name) or plant taxonomic groups is also possible. Groups are according to the ACNUC retrieval program (6) . For the sequences currently available each of the taxonomic groups reported in Table 1 can be selected. In Table 2 Latin and English names of plants present in the database are listed.
It is also possible to select entries by indicating specific keywords in the 'All text' field of the query form. A keyword is any word present in the 'Note' line of the entries. We have introduced standard sentences to allow the retrieval of entries with common features. For example, the keyword 'not described' allows the retrieval of genes that have not been described by authors in the primary database accession numbers, and that we have detected by means of the FastA analysis (28 sequences). Sequences that are not present in nucleic acids libraries (five genes and 12 tRNAs) can be selected by the keyword 'not available'. Other useful keywords can be 'cDNA' and 'RNA editing'.
When possible, entries contain links to the EMBL/GenBank libraries accession numbers.
DATABASE AVAILABILITY AND CITATION
Access to the PLMItRNA database is possible by World Wide Web at the address http://bio-www.ba.cnr.it:8000/srs/ The collection of sequences present in PLMItRNA is also available for database searching at the address http://bio-www. ba.cnr.it:8000/BioWWW/fasta.htm . The FastA output file is designed in order to allow links with the PLMItRNA entries.
Users of the database should cite the present publication as reference. Comments, corrections and new entries are welcome.
